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conlemporary with the end of the Natufian and beginning of
the PPh'A in che Levant.
A total of 750 sq. meters was excavated on the top of thc
mound to expose the aceramic occupation. The dcep sounding
aside, the rest of the main excavation reached depths of up
aceramic
to ca. 2.5 meters, exposing what appear to be
building levels (fig. 3) 1.'
The community layout in all three of these levels consists
of circular structures ananged around an open central area
ca. 15 melers in diameter. The deposits of this cenval area
ase cbancterized by extremely dense concenmtions of both
small stones and animal bone. The stones arc typically fire
crscked pebbles and the animal bone is often found in the
form of still-aniculated ponions of carcasxs. Also found in
sheep crania that had clearly
this a m was a mw of
been purposefully arranged in this fashion. The deep sounding
suggests that this cenml ana was devoid of architecture over
the full life of thc site.
Scattered among the rccognirablc (i.e.. stone) structures ringing the open central am arc a numkr of low circular plalfonns.
These platforms wcre made of stone (in at least one utse covered
with a layer of mud phster). packed mudts. or a plaster-like
M. Thc crirancc ofr lavnh i i inhcawd bu:
presumably rlw e x i a
is no cvidcnce of mud brick,.
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Fig. 3 : Skcrch plnrrr of r k lhrcc uppemsr build in^ Icvcb a Hallnn Ccmi.
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material. They avenge ca. two meters in diameter and 10 to
40 cm in preserved height and do not appear to have becn
construcled for the purpose of covering anything. For thc mcmen& the most plausible explanation for these features is that
they were the foundations for storage silos, as storage pits
appear to be absent in all the levels.
The recognizable (i.e.. stone) structures vary in terms of
const~ctionmethods by building level and also in terms of
size in the uppermost two building levels. At least in the very
uppermost building level (l), this size differential likely reflects
functional differences.
The uppermostbuilding level has thus far yielded the remains
offourswctures :two large round semi-subterranean s t r u c t u ~ ~ s
and WO smaller C-shaped surface structures. The two semisubtenanean structures (fig. 3 : A and B) arc panicularly noteworthy. They are five to six meters in diameter and built
of flat. edge-dressed soft sandstone slabs. The layout of both
these suuctures is circular, with a doubled wall in the area
of the enuance extending out like a set of pincers to crcate
a vestibule of sons. In both strucmres, a semi-circular stone
bench orpla~fomwas sec along one wall. Small circularplastcr
hearths occur an the floors. The floors of both structures wcre
surfaced in a yellow sand and plaster mixture ca. I cm thick
and several rcsurfacings wcre evident in wch. Burials do not
occur within these structures (nor have they yet been encountered anywhere within che site). In the more southerly of these

large SINCNfeS (fig. 3 : A), an aurochs skull was found that
once hung opposite the entrance on or near tlie north wall
of the SlruCNret6.
In other words. a good case can be made that dresc two
large semi-subterranean suucmres in level I are public buildings. F i t . they are approximately Lhree times the s i x nf
the two contcmpenry smaller stone structures and similar in
ansa to what have been proposed to be public buildings at
Beidhat'. Second, the interiors are distinctive. with frequent
resurfacings of thc floor and distinctive architectural features
such ar platformshenches. There is also a general absence
of food prwessing equipment in thcse SUUCNreS.
On the other hand, one of thew suuctures contained the
only clearly identifiable obsidian processing area in h e site.
which also yielded the two largest obsidian blade cow thus
far found at the site. The occumnce in and around these two
structures of virrually all the copper ore fragmcnts found at
the site is anothcr point of distinction and a further indication
that the activities carried out in and around them were not
domestic in nalure. Lastly, the obviously symbolic nature of
the aurochs skull that once hung opposite the entrance of one.
suggests that the group using this building was sufficiently
distinct 10 have been symbolized. Public buildings are known
to exist at later sites in eartern Anatolia such as Cayanu l8
and Nevali Q r i t 9 . They are also known to exist at sites,
such as Ain Mallaham, that are similar in age to Hallan Cemi.
but located in other pads of southwestern Asia. The point is
that the apparent existence of public structures at Hallan Cemi
is not anomalous and public structures are indicative of adegree
of social complexity usually not found in mobile hunting-gathering societies.

MATERIAL CULTURE AND CULTURAL
CONNEcnONS
The material culture of the site's one-time inhahionts is
wonh briefly reviewing for several reasons. First, it suggests
c u l ~ r aconnections
l
with earlier, contemporary. and later sites
along thc Taums-2agm arc. as well as the general absence
of connections with the Ievantine complex. Second, it offers

insights into the economy of the site's inhabitants. m.it
contains elements that may reflcct demographic condcions.
Lasdy, it suggests a degree of complexity consistent dh the
above-noted public structures.
Well made polished stone bowls are a common h e n 1
of material culture. judging from the hundreds of fragments
thus far recovered. Thcy often b e . inciscd (and less cormonly
bas-relief) dccontions in a variety of geomehc and natualistic
motifs2t. In both fonn'and decorative style, the stone bowls
are similar to examples that occur (albeit much less commonly)
at the later Nwlithic site of ~ ~ o n t i " Cenain
.
demtive
elements also have broad parallels in the Natufian of tbe Lcbut the significance of this is debatable.
Other ground stone anifacts notewonhy for U~cirsugguion
of connection to later Anatolian Neolithic cultures arertveral
small polished stone objects that look like n&ng so much
as miniature stylized bucrania. In view of the above-meaioned
aurochs skull. that may very well be what they are.
Typological connections with broadly contempomy sites
along the Taurus-Zsgros arc are also evident in the gmund
stooe assemblage. Of these, the most striking is the prrallel
between what (at Hallan Q m i ) are called xulplcd stonepcslles
and what are called stone sculptures at the slightly laPr site
of Ncmrik 9 l J . In contrast to the more common and urrrsely
made pestle types, these fancy pestles are typically mak of
the same raw material and to the same basic wale S the
stone howls. Though plain forms do occur, the tops are typically
sculpted into a variety of shapes, ranging from stylized r e p
rcscntations of animals such as goats. aumhs, and perhaps
bear or pig, to types that are not immediately recognizable2s.
Though the animal motifs differ from the bid motif that dominates the Nemrik 9 xulptures, these sculplcd pestles are
clearly identical to them as an anifact type. It should also
bc noted that artifacts of this type, like the stone bowls. also
occur at the later site of C a y & n ~further
~ ~ , smngthening that
connection.
Both the bowls and pestles were extensively conrmcd.
suggesting that both the bowls and pesdes were valued possessions. Thc specific function of both the bowls and fancy
pestles remains problematic. However. they are typically made
of the sarnc material and to the same general scale, suggesting
that they wcre used together. Coupled with the fact that they
p
-
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Table I : Talk of plant remainr from a ~ I > ' z c d1991-1992 samples

Fig.

5 : Capirulum of

Gundelia toumcfonii

while the frequency of pig remains increases. Other mammalian
species represented in the faunal assemblage are arenids (WO
species of fox Vulpes vulpes and Vulpes corsac - plus a
dogljackal type) at ca. 10% brown bear (Ursus arctos) at ca
3 5 , cap: hare (Lepus capensis) at w . 2%. fallow deer ( D a m
damn) and stone nlarlen ( M a n c s f r o ~ ) .Wild cat (felis catus).
beaver (Castorfiber). and European hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeur) follow at less than 1% each. The remains of wild
cattle (Bosprimigenius) were not present in the sample analyzed
so far, but are known to be present at the site in the form
of the abovementioned aurochs skull.
Non-mammalian species include two types of fish (wtfish
and a species of cyprinid), li7ards. turtles of the genus Mauremys, tortoises (Tesrudo). and birds. Of the nonmammalian
bones. turtle bones are by far the most numerous at 83%.
followed by bird (1 1%). fish (6 W),and lizard53. In addition.
the shells of fresh water clams (Unio rigridus) occur in moderate
numbers. While a few of these clam shells were pierce4 presumably for use as decorative items, the large majority were
nor and were presumably collrcted for some other purpose.
Morphologically, the sheep are wild, as are the goats. Approximately 66% of the sheepgoat remains (for which an
age could be determined) come fmm individuals that survived
to ar least 42 months of age. a pattcm consistent with Ihe
hunting of a wild population54. However, of the 28 sheep-goat
bones that could be reliably sexed. 19 are from males and
only 9 from females, despite a tertiary sex ratio in wild population~biased slightly toward
This extreme bias

-

These include almond ( h y 8 d a f U ~sp.). pistachio (Pistucia sp.)
and another chin-walled nut that remains to be i d e n ~ i f i e d ~ ~ .
Also common are seeds of sea club-rush (Rolbuschoenus maritimur), a species of Polygonum, and Gundelio rounefonii.
The Gundclia roumefonii (fig. 5) is particularly interesting
as it has m l y appeared in site deposits. It is a perennial
lumblewted belonging to the daisy hmily (Compositae) and
typically native to steppe habitats. The f~itc0nsiStSo f a woody
and fibrous capitulum enclosing a single achene (weight ca.
0.03 gm). The achene. ar its waxy appearance suggests. is
rich in fatty oilsm and is described by Zoharys' as "edible
and tasty." Gwrdelin consumption is documented ethnographically in nonhem Irq52.
Animal bone is boch abundant. panicululy in the open cetlval
area,and vecy well p w r v e d . Collection ofthe faunal material
Fie.4 : Sample of building level 3 dcparit conrolO1ningolnwndr
involved manually collecting all visible boneduring excavation
and dry w n i n g 25% of all excavated deposits through a
A wide variety of animal species are represented and for
5 mm mesh. Bones from samples of the (1 mm wet screened)
the most part only the remains of steppe-dwelling species.
heavy fraction from flotation we= also collected. Evidence
such as equids and gazelle. are absenL The remains of shcep
and, in general, the faunal asof carnivore gnawing is m :
(Ovis sp.) and goats (Capra sp.) m the single largest mamsemblage does not appcsr to have been heavily hissed by nonmalian component of the faunal assemblage, comprising ca.
human activities.
42% of all mammalian bone between them. Shccp outnumber
goats at approximately 18 : I . Red Deer (Cervus elophus) are
49. It irpmapm~&ll~y
thaldwinp L e IY93 ;md 19% % . c ~ m s dcposrtr
the next most commonly represented species at ca. 25%. foli o the vicinily of &our snullunnrrurrs yieldrd almond iii panicula ubuadance.
lowed by pig (Sus sp.) at ca. 17%. In contrast to the level
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toward malcs ismore typical of animal husbandrythanhunting.
Howevei, for the nonlent, h e other lines of evidence appear
to eliminate the outright husbandry of ovicaprids as an explanation for this biased sex ratio. However. the sclcctive hvnling of males (i.e., management of wild flocks) remains a
possible explanation for this pattern.
In the case of pigs, the sample analyzed to date contains
twenty three measurable upper and lower second and third
molars56. The majoriry are within the range of overlap between
domestic and wild pigs; three are sufficient large as to have
come from animals that must have been wild: and. fives7
are very small for a wild pig. While the tooth size evidence
alone is inconclusive, other lines of cvidcnce wmbie with
it to suggest Ulat some form of pig husbandry was being p m ticed at Hallan Cerni.
Fint,the survivorship curve for pigs is in marked mntnst
to that for sheepgoats. At least 10% of the individuals were
less than 6 months of age when consumed and 43% never
reached che age of 12 months. This pattern of consumption
is similar to that found by one of us (Redding) at sites with
herds of domestic pigs in Egypt. Iraq, and the LevanL
The pig data from Hallan Cerni aiso show a s w n g male
bias (1 1 : 4) in the sex ntio, implying some form of culling.
Lastly, the body part data indicate that a higher percentage
of pigs were bulchered on or near the sitc Lhan were sheep
or deer (see meat bcaring versus non-meat bearing bone data
below). This suggesls some exploitation of domestic pigs, along
with the continued hunting of wild pigs. Thc tooth size data
imply very much the same King.
It should be noted that at least some domesticated pigs
are apparently also present in the round house levels at
Cayon0~8and pigs are particularly common (relative to sheep
and goats) in the lower levels of b a t siteJ9. Moreover, the
most recent pig dau60 from that site an: also consistent with
a mixed pig-rearinglpig-hunting exploitation pattern.
The present day economic importance of sheep and goats
in the Near E a t has tended foster the pcesun~ptionthat they
were the earliest animal domesticates in that area. Nevertheless.
the possible early donlestication of pigs is not surprising when
one considers cenain facu : I) the fecundity and growth n r e
56. The uppsr lhid mvlan nnge in s i z Imm 35.5 m 39.4 mm (N = 7.
mcn = 36.9): the upper wconl molun range in r i z fmm 19.6 lo 26.3 mm
(X = 10. m u n = 23.3): Ihc lower third molar$ range in size from 38.4 to
41.9 mm (N = 3): and. the lower second rnolan range in size from 22.0 l0
24.0 mm (N = 3).
57. Two uc Iowr third molars r.1 38.4 and 400 mm length md Uwc
uc upper second molao of 19.6. 21.1 and 21.8 mm length.
58. LA~T&NC& 1980. 1982: Hosm a d M u o o w , n.d.
59. ~AWREYCE. 1982: Llo\u, and M t ~ a o w ".d.
,
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of pigs make them superior producers of protein relative to
all other native Near Eastern domesticates; 2) the labor required
for pig maintenance is lower than for other Near Eastern dcmesticales; 3) young pigs tame readily and will imprint on
humans ; an4 4) juvenile or neonate pigs are relatively easy
to obtain6'.
Pigs, like sheep and goats. are competitors with humans
for cereals. However, pigs are considerably more difficult to
w n m l or herd chan sheep or goats. and this difficulty grows
greater with herd size. ?&S would seemingly make pigs a
poor choice of domesticate (relative m sheep and goats) in
situations when intensified production of animals is desired
and in contexu whae cereal grass exploitation is a significant
component of the human subsistence economy. But, in situalions when limited husbandry sufficed (as perhaps in the round
house levels at HaUan @mi and CayonB) andtor in contexts
where. for whatever reason. cereals were not a component of
the human subsistence economy (as was apparently the w e
at Hallan Cemi), pigs would seem superior to sheep and goats.
The shift to ovicaprid herding later in W Neolithic (at the
expense of pig rearing) may very well relate to either or both
of these factors.
In addition to providing evidence of diet and economy,
h e plant and animal remains provide various lines of evidence
indicating that Hallan Cemi was occupied year-round. Thc
plant remains, variously available from late spring (pulses)
through h e summer (e.g., Gwielia) and early autumn (nuts),
indicate occupation of the site during at least those seasons.
There is also indirecl evidence for a winter occupation. That
is, red deer and brown bear, both present in the faunal assemblage, could be most efficiently exploited in the winter
monlhs62.
The most direct evidence. however. is the growth hands
on the clam shells6' found at the site, which clearly indicate
year-round occupation. Out of a total of 130clam shell samples
thus far examined. 63 had ventral margins sufficiently intact
to permit analysis of seasonalily based on growd bandsu.
Of these 63 shells. 10 (16%) were harvested during the period
of slow growth ;27 (43 8 )were harvested early into the rapid
1960.
61. b.
62. R d deer end ta prcfer hi* ekvuiws during &c swnmer months
would. thus. na have beca as rudily available in rhc wcinity of the
rib: bun hibemu during rhc wintu .nd can b mart mily killed then
(wc HAWWW.
19nk
63. Unio tig&.
64. We arc i-rrd
ta Mr. Kiah Dom (University ol Delawm), who
gnciwsly provided us with rbc ruulu. A & edge was p n d . polished
md t h Nchcd with 5 % HCL. This prcpvtd d g e was rhcn examined u.ith
a Ihkns to dcrumhe the ammm1 of mvth rhar had taken place since l r
last slow (mnrlucenU pmurh W rvmmabud (we Cuar. 1979:Qumntv~a
er al.. 1985).
and
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growth phase; 12 (19%) were harvested well into the rapid
growth phase; and 10 (16%) were harvested near the end of
the rapid growth phase65. Thus. clams were clearly gathered
over the course of the entire year at Hallan Cemi.

RESOURCE EXPLOITATION PATTERNS
AND CATCHMENT AREA

It has been suggested by one o f u that
~ the
~ earliest
~
attempu
at food production were for purposes of diewry insurance.
Given the local depletion of primary game species implicd
by the sheep and deer butchery data. the pig husbandry at
Hallan Q m i may very well have served such insurance purposes.

ENVLRONMENT AND ADAPTATION DUmG
THE TAURUS-ZAGROS ROUND HOUSE HORIZON

Sedentary hunting-gathering requires a logistical (Le., radiating). as opposed to residential (i.e., circulating) nsource
procurement strategy, with the concomitant risk of local resource depletion due to prolonged residence in thesameplaceM.
It is, therefore. noteworthy that in the case of the Hallan Q m i
animal remains, there is evidence that a remarkably high prcportion of the mear consumed at that site was not procured
locally.
Dividing sheep and deer limb segments into 'meat bearing'
(i.e..scapula. humerus, radius, ulna, innominate, femur. patella,
tibia, and fibula) and "non-mat bearing" (metapodials,podials,
and phalanges) elements. the expecled percentagesb7if entire
animals were being brought back to the site are 37% mkat
bearing and 63 % non-meat bearing bones for both sheep and
deer, the two most intensively exploited animal species at
Hallan Cetni. At Hallan Cemi, the actual percentages of meat
bearing bones in the faunal assemblageare 55 % (45 % non-meat
bearing) for sheepgoats and 50% (50% non-mc:ii bearing)
for deer. For both shcep-goats and deer, this is significandy
higher than the expected frequencyb8. In contrast, for pigs
the percentage is only 43 % front mwt-bearing bones. against
an expectcd percentage of 30%. This implies that for sheep
goats and deer (but not pigs) a pdcul;vly high percentage
of primary butchering cook place away from the site. with
meat bearing bones being preferentially brought back to the
site. This, in turn, implies that much of the sheepgoat and
deer meat was being brought from distances so great that the
energetic cost-benefit ratio dictated the abandonment of marginally useful (non-meat bearing) elements at the primary butchering site.

11 has been suggested lhat hunter-gathcrcr territorial boundaries tend to conform to natural boundaries, panicularly dminage basins70. Hallan Cemi is ideally situated to vertically
exploit the lull nnge of environments along the Batman dainage and die presence at the site of both goats and Gundelia
fruits is consistent with the exploitation of the full drainage.
Neither were presumably available in the site vicinity; the
former were likely derived from the mountains to the nonh
and the lattcr from the more open country in the direction
of the Tigris.
Within the extensively surveyed Batman drainage, only two
smtified aceramic sites are known to exist - Hallan Cemi
and Demirkoy71. Demirkoy is situated on thc west bank of
the Batman River, directly across from the city of Batman
and ca. 30 km down river from Hallan p m i . Survey collections
made in 1989 and 1993 and soundings at this site conducted
in 1997 yielded a lithic assemblage containing both scalene
uianglrs and projectile points, the latter including examples
of nemrik type points. Obsidian constituted only ca. 8% of
the chipped stone, significantly less than it did at Hallan Cemi.
The lower fequency of obsidian and scalenes in the Dcmirkoy assemblage and the presence in that assemblage of
Nen~rikpoints indicate that the main occupation at Demirkoy
postdates the one at Hallan Cemi. Thus. Demirkoy apparently
dates to the late round house period and likely represents a
relocation down-river at lhat lime of the same con~munitythat
had previously occupied Hallan Cemi. In any case, it is not
a second community sharing the Batman drainage with the
one at Hallan Ccrni.

65. The o l i m t e of where the <end*of l c cunesl year's rapid gm&
band would h a w been is bPwd on the size of the previous yew's rapid
growth band.
66. 6.8.. L ~ ~ s u u u h 1993:
s.
610 fl.
67. The model used localculue lhwc pesccntagcs allows forthcditfercnlial
breakage pillterns inherent in thex *our typc bones.
68. Dccr mcupodiah (non--1
bearing b o w ) were the prcfcmd bones
fur l c rmnufacture of bone awls and appu 10 have been prcfcrcntiatly
brought back 10 the rile. 'lhur. the frequency of non-mu1benring deer boner
11 Hill~nCemi is likcly higkr Uun it wwld ahmix have bw.

69. P.~DING.
1988.
70. <-.g.. JOCHLM. 1976.
71. A m m rr d..1991 : 181-182 and fig. 3 (whcrc it ir called Demirci
Ht)yi*).A third stratifiedsite, related 10 the PPNB rcanu a t Nevrlr Denik
(see R o s ~ ~ s uand
o TOGUL.1991). is suspled to c.rid: but. iU cxiucnoc
remains to be confimrd hy a walking survey along the south bank of the
Ramdenka Cayr Any such r ~ hurr
c
on what ~ollowsonly to t k crtenl
that L crtends thc wquence of curnmunily rclocalioos.
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H A U CEMI. PIG HUSHANDRY. AND WST-PLUSTOCWE ADMTAnONS AWNG THE TAURUS-~GKOS
ARC m R K E Y )

The Younger Dryas, spanning the 11th Millennium BP.
(uncalibrated), is a relatively short period marked by a relatively
sudden return to glacial conditions. At Zawi Chemi in Mnhern
Iraq, which dates to the early parr of the Younger Dryas (and
is situated at a somewhat lower elevation - 425 macrs than Hallan Cemi). cereals wcre exploited. At Hallan Ccmi.
which dates to tlie late Younger Dryos, they wcre not. However.
the presence of a sickle haft72 at L3emirkoy7' raises tht passibility of a return to or the beginning of cercal exploitation
in the Batman drainage during the late round house period
following the end of the Younger Dryas.
The general paucity of wild gasses and absence of areals
at Hallan Cemi is surprising, in view of their generally significant presence at both earlier and later round house horizon
sites along theTaurus-Zagros flanks. not to mention the Levant.
Given the presenceof other grasses in the botanical assemblage
from Hallan Cemi, it is difficult to attribute the absence of
cereals at that site to purposeful neglecr. That, combined with
the late Younger Dryas date for Hallan Cemi, suggthat
they were simply not present to be exploited in the immediate
environment of Hallan Cemi at the time that sitc was occupied.
Fomu. however, apparently remained present within thc
Batman drainage throughout the Younger Dryas. While cervid
remains decrease over time at Hallan Cemi, they arc common
in all levels. Since dwr (and pigs) are primarily forest cremres.
this implies that forests were present in the vicinity of Hallan
Cemi during tlle full course of its occupation, a conclusion
supponed by the wood charcoals.
A thorough discussion of the larger issue of why animals
- in tllis case pigs - were first domcsdcated is beyond thc
immediate scope of this micle. However, two poinrs are nevertheless worlh noting. The first is that most of the relatively
small pig teeth come from the uppermost building level and
that pig remains generally increase over time, implying that
both pig exploitation and pig husbandry became progressively
more important over time. The second is that, while ovicaprid
remains stay relatively constant over time. cervid remains (as
noted above) decrease over time in association with the incrmsing pig remains. The point is that this pattern is contistent
with the abovc-mentioned proposal that animal husbandry first
develops as a mechanism for managing resource risk, in this
case tlic growing risk produced by the gradually declining
availability of wild forest-derived animal specks (i.e.. deer
and pig) as [he Younger Dryas progressed.

72.
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73. Ibid. : fig. 4.
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In more general m,che eastern Anatolian sites together
suggest another intuesting pattern of changing adaptations.
The pig husbandry aside, Hallan Qmi is associated with an
essentially hunting-gahaing adaptation based primarily on the
exploitation of nuts and pulses. It is also so situated near the
oak forest ecotone as to facilitate the vertical exploitation of
all the resources wnes withiin the Batman drainage. Dcmirkoy.
on the other hand, is situated well down river fmrn Hallan
@mi in what was presumably even then more open country.
The presence of a bone sickle h& at Demirkoy suggests that
a p t e r emphasis on cereal exploitation may have been pan
of the new adaptation associated with this relocation at the
end of the 11th Millennium BP.
Qy6ninll.l i k e D e W y , was fmtpermanently settled during
the laner part of the round house horizon. subsequent to the
Younger Dryas. Its location within the Ergani Plain conforms
to this suggested pauern, as does the evidence for the exploitation of domesticatedcenalsat that silc14. So does the absence
of any identifiable uvly round house sites in the Ergani weal5
- any such sites would. according to this model, be located
further up the Boganpy (or Tigris) in or at least nearer to
the forest zone.
Such a model of changing adaptations raises two questions.
The fmt is : why m nuts and pulses exploited instead of
c e d s al the earliest sedentary sites in eastern Anarolia? The
second is : why dow the apparent shift in emphasis from the
exploitation of nuts to the exploitation of c e d s take place
in eastem Analolia at the end of the Younger Dryas?
The Hallan Cemi dah suggest that the answer to the first
question is Ihat cereals may simply not have been available
to be exploited at the lime the earliest stden@ry communities
formed in this region. However, it should be emphasized that
che evidencethus far indicatesonly that cereals wereunavailable
for exploilation in the vicinity of the site. It remains quite
possible that they were available for exploitation at lower
elevations funher down river (e.g.. the area where Dcmirkoy
would later be situated76) and purposefully ignored for some
=on.
The answer to the second question is also unclear. Even
if cereals were unavailable for exploicacion in eastern Anatolia
prior to Ihe end of the Younger Dryas, the shift fmm nut to
ceml exploitation in the latemund house period cannot simply
be attributed to the sudden availability of cercals at the end
of the Younger Dryas. That is, nuts and pulses almost certainly
74. ~ m - m d DE
75. CANNA. 1992
76. U e w i o n 560 men.

199111992.

continue to be available in the even more favorable conditions
following the end of che Younger Dryas. This implies that
the shift to cereal exploitation during the late mund house
period reflects human preferences. While there are several
possible reasons for such an expressed preference, one economically obvious advantagethat cereals have over nut-bcaring
trees is that they arc annuals. This attribute facilitates the intensified production of cereals on an as-needed basis and hence
risk management. The implication drawn from such a possible
reason for the shift to cereals is that cenals werc being produced
in eastern Anatolia from the time they were fmt exploited
in that region.

THE TIGRIS h'EOLITHIC AND LEVANTINE
INnUENCES
While theTaurus-Zagros flanks were clearly a secondcenter
of neolithization within southwestern Asia, there is some
evidence of Levantine influence. This evidence suggests an
interesting series of changes over time in the cultural dynamics
of the region as a whole.
In eastern Turkey, aside from Hallan Cemi, basal Cayonii
and Demirk6y, early aceramic sites are also known to exist
within the Bohtan drainage (Guzir ~ i i ~ u kthat
) ~ of~ the
. Ambarpy (Ambarkoy ~ o y U k )and
~ ~in. the GercUs vicinity (HirtKt
~ e l i m ) ~along
g
a small tributary that flows north out of the
Tur Abdin. Another early aceramic site ( ~ 6 3 R 6also
) ~ exisn
along the Bttlu Cayt (a tributary of the Bohtan). in the vicinity
of Kurtalan. This, coupled with the dala from northern Iraq.
suggests that settled village communities dating to the round
house horizon may very well have existed along most if not
all the major Tigris tributaries at least as far south a. die
Mosul area in northern Iraq.
77. A L G CI~al.. 1991.
78. This site war dixmercd by the Diyubaku Murcum staff is 1995.
It war visited by hvo of the a u l h o ~(Rosenbcre and R u n a l l ) in L995 and
again in 1996. ~ollectionswcrc m& on bahksits.
79. ~ZWCAN
and & ~ X A W 1993:
.
91.
80. BENEDICT.1980: 167. 7he assessment of S63R6's date is bavd on
an inspection of L e survey arremblagc from this rite by two uf h e iluthmn
(Rscnherg and Pcarnall) at Istanbul University during che summer of 1997.
Thc arwmblagc includrr a plishcd pestle fragment of the type typical at
round hwse horizon sites ruch as Hdlan Ccmi. Demirk6y and Nunrik. It
includes no walenes, such as wcur at u r l y m n d house period sills in the
region and it also includes 110lithic types k g . . rclouched d.
Byblm points)
cl;uac~erirti: of pon-round houw horizun periodr The implication is thus
that it m b l y data U, the late rwnd house period We M i n d e k d to
Mehmel bzdotan and Ask d l o & n f w W
i rrrirwce in making his i n s
~ t i o possible.
n
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Various lines of typological evidence indicate that round
adjacentportionsof the upperTigris drainages during thePPNB
house sites from this region can be ascribed to a single cultural
is an intriguing qucstion, if for no other reason than it ununit that had its primary rwts in the k i a n . This evidence doubtedly relates to the development of the PPNB "interaction
includes the triangles and "bone buttons" from Hallan Cemi
spherem'. However, the nature of this regional "interaction
and their Link to Zawi Chemi and the Zarrian. It also includcs sphere" and the dynamics underlying its development (and
the sculpted pestles and possible Nemrik poinu from Hallan
later collapse) arc subjects suficieucly complex as to be best
Cemi, as well as the Nemrik points from DemirkaysL and
addressed separately at some future date.
basal p y i M B 2 . and the tie they indicate to die round house
sites in the Mosul m.
Their common cultural origin notwithstanding, the presence
HALLAN CEMI AND TEIE BEGINNINGS
of PPNA (Khiam) type side notched points in both the N ~ m r i k ~ OF
~ S E T n E D VILLAGE LIFE
and Qermez DereMassemblagcs implies some contact between
the central Tigris sites and the ~ c v a n by
t ~ the
~ latc round
h t l y , thedata from Hallan Cemi laise questionsconcerning
house period. The absence of any such points at Guzir, Dethe cenval role often accorded to wild cereal exploitation in
mirkoy, Ambark6y and basal QySnu suggests that any such
the dcvelopment of settled village societies in southwestern
contact did not penetrate into the upper Tigris region. The
Asia at the end of the Pleistocene. It has been suggested that
absence of much obsidian at the Mosul area sites may also
cereals, simply hwause of their density. "induced sedentism
be related to this apparent breakdown of communication bet(with all its proeessual
Yet. Hallan Cemi's
ween the upper and middle Tigris sires during the late round
inhabitants wereclearly sedentary without benefit of wildcereal
house period 86.
exploitation.
The earliest clear evidence for Levantine influence along
Although sedcntism and the intensive exploitation of wild
the upper Tigris is found at Cay6nii. but only in the levels cereals have often been assumed to be linked. only two Epithat postdate the round house horizon. There, it takes the fotm
paleolithic sites actually show archaeobotanical evidence for
of PPNB type tanged (Byblos) points and bidirectional blade
hcavy dependence on wild cereals. These are Ohalo U, siruated
cores that can be subsumed under the navifom typea7. Thcre
by the massive emmer stands of Lake Galilee (where wild
is a general similarity between the lithic assemblages from
and Munybit
cereals form 27% of the seed
the post round house levels at Cayilnu and those from conin Nonh Syria (where wild cereals form 40% of the seed
temporary sites along the ~ u ~ h n t eThat,
s ~ ~coupled
.
with the
a~semblage)~~.
At other sites, such as Abu Hureyra. Wadi
obvious Levantinc influence visible at these Euphrates silesa9 Hammch, Qermez Dere, and M'lefaat, wild grasses form only
and tlie lack of Levantine influence furhcr south along the
pan of a very diverse m g e of collected plant foods".
Tigris, suggests hat the direction of influence at this time is
In other words. Hallan Cemi fits a pauern indicating the
up along the Euphrates and not the Tigris. What prompted
use of diverse subsistence strategies tailored to different enthis geographic shift in Levantine interactions from the middle
vironments within Southwestern Asia Although the intensive
Tigris in the PPNA period to the upper Euphrates and the
exploitation of wild cereals is clearly sometimes a subsistence
correlate of redentism in southwestern Asia. it is just as clearly
not Lhe only possible one. Thus, it cannot be the cause of
81. I\raiuE er al.. 1991 : fig. 3-6.
sedentism and must therefore be a secondary outcome of it.
82. &wow and BALUP-Am. 1994 : 206.
83. &g.. KOMWSKl and SnMa*K. 1989 : 32.
Generalizing "pull" models, to include resources such as nuts.
M. e.g.. WATKINS. BAIR~Iand B m s . 1989: 21.
and Ihen arguing that any suitably dense resource will pre85. HOLE 1984. 1989 h- suggested that cereal culti\~aiiunTread U, the
highlands dIcT first developingin the Lew~t.That thiscowact may bc related
cipitate sedentism is no better. This is because doing so then
to SIJC~; a h,polhetical spread of cercal cultivation to the Tipis fmrn L e
requires that we explain away the numerous cases of edible
Levant is m interesting posribility hr. unfonunately, cannot yet be properly
evduslcd.
nut exploitation around the world that did not precipitate se86. However. lhc drop off in obsidian usage within even lhc Batman dentary lifeways.
drainage bctwecn thc d y and lac round house period(DernirkKy ilr c o r n p d
to Hallan Qm)i
mires the possibility thu other factors may have played r
role in this. A similar situation may also exist within the Bohun drainage.
very liule obsidian is I e Guzir aswmbla~e,while the S6Y26 asrmblaee is reDontd to be mosrlv ubsid~an.
87.-e)moch and BALKASAm. 1994: 2M:ses also KEDWN. 1982.
BB. CANEVA
rf 01.. 1994.
89. &g., CAUVIN hi.-C..1H8.
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T h e point is that the availability of suitably dense and predictable resources is obviously a n e c w a r y condition for in-

creased sedentism.

but in and of i ~ l itf is not a sufficient

condition. This implies the existen-

of forces and faclors pro-

R.W.REDLIM and

B.L. PEASNU

nections largely along the Tigris. though

some

connections

the Natufian?) are evident. All this.

10 the Mediterranean (and

not to mention he snake and bull iconographic elements, implies

resource. As argued elsewheeg5, population pressudrcsource

that the 10th millennium B.P. cultural efflorescent in eastern

it precipitates

are

the ownership and kmmriality

the intermediate steps in the process. The

scdentaq sites in eastern Anatolia date
the Younger Dryas, suggests that the progressively harsher conditions of the advancing Younger Dryas

fact

to

thar the

earliest

the middle of

may havc played

a role

in precipitating

the requisite

resource

SVtSS.

Anatolia (typified by sites such a s Cayanu and Nevalt C o n )
has its basic roots

in

the Taurus-Zagros round house horizon,

the obvious Levantine

PPNB influences notwithstanding.

Lardy, the data from Hallan Cemi and other round house

period sites in eastern Anatolia raise serious questions concerning the central role often accorded cereal exploitation in

to

current models seeking
southwestern Asia a t

the

explain increased sedentism in

e n d of the Pleistocene. In eastern

Anatolia, significant cereal exploitation does not seem
mence until after the end

SUMMARY

of

to com-

the Younger Dryas, pcrhnps due

to the unavailability of cereals for exploitation in that region
prior to that time. Yet, sedentary societies developed in this

Hallan P m i is a site that was occupied toward the end
of the l lth millennium BP by a population of sedentary hunter-gatherers. The data suggest that the inhabitam employed
a logistical s u b s i s m e swategy and praeticed a simple form
of animal husbandry involving pigs to manage risk. which
may have been increasing due t o deteriorating conditions associated with the advance of the Younger Dryas.
As has become expected of sedentary goupsg6, the inhabitantsof Hallan Q m i displayed adegree ofcul~ural
complexity
beyond that typical of mobile hunter-gatherers. The elaborately
decorated stone bowls and fancy pestles can be construed to
have been used for the f o r m a l i d r i t u a l i z e d preparation o r
consumption of food o r beverages in other words. feasting.
The notched stone batons, on Ihe other hand, appear to represent
formal tallies. Social complexity is also implicit in die presence
of public strucnrns at that site.

-

Culonlly, the evidence slrongly suggests that IWlan Cemi
is derived from the Zarrian. The evidence also suggests hat
Hallan G m i was pan of an early Neolithic tradition that evolved
along the Taurus-Zagros arc from at least as far east as the
Diyarbakv region of eastern Turkey to ar far west as rhe Mosul
region of Iraq. This uadition appears to havc evolved independently of the contemponry Levantine cultures, at least until
the end of the early round house period. which alsocorresponds
to the end of the Younger Dryas.

PS. RWBERG.1990.
%. e.g.. B m o u 1978; CmEN. 1985: PUCEand Daowh.. 1985

arca during the Younger Dryas, using nuts and pulses (not
cereals) as staples. This

indicates that while the availability

of suitable resources was a necessary condition for sedentisrn,
in itself such availability is not a sufficient condition for

se-

d e n m y societies to develop. This implies the action o f other
forces. such as population pressure/rcsource stress. in the process that generated the beginnings o f settled village life in
southwestern Asin.
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